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QUESTION: 1
What are the key success factors for operating in the Global Digital Workplace?
A. High quality, reliable products; Enabling technologies; Open Standards
B. Information highway; digital on-ramps; digital off-ramps
C. Partnerships; solutions, on-time delivery
D. Hardware; firmware; software

Answer: A
QUESTION: 2
What are advantages to digital printing and copying?
A. Increased revenue and growth from faster retention of information
B. Competitive advantage from well designed documentation
C. Cost savings from ability to use office department and desktop printers instead of offset
printing
D. Reduced rework

Answer: C
QUESTION: 3
Which of the following products allows a customer to take paper-based information or images
and place them on the internet? (Choose two)
A. Printer
B. Digital Camera
C. Fax
D. Scanner

Answer: B,D
QUESTION: 4
What product (referred to as an “off ramp”) allows people to pull information off the internet
for local use?
A. Digital camera
B. Fax
C. Printer
D. Scanner
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Answer: C
QUESTION: 5
The volume of both digital and paper based information is dramatically increasing due to what
factors? (Choose three)
A. Expanding office networks
B. Expanding responsibilities
C. Increased use of the Internet
D. Increased use of E-commerce

Answer: A,C,D
QUESTION: 6
Which of the following is a term that HP defines as the Digital Workplace?
A. Coupling innovative printing with the internet to provide solutions for customers
B. Utilizing new technology to enable customers to obtain a paperless workplace
C. Intelligent integration of hardcopy devices to meet the evolving needs of customers
D. Optimize the use of technology, products and the internet together to create a digital
environment

Answer: C
QUESTION: 7
You have a printed documents containing graphic information and text you need to use in
online slide shows. Which of the following devices would best help you acquire the images in
digital form?
A. Printer
B. Digital Camera
C. Fax
D. Scanner

Answer: D
QUESTION: 8
In what ways is the EIO interface an improvement over the older MIO interface? (Choose
three)
A. Lower power requirement than MIO.
B. Proactive alerts from web servers notify administrators when a problem exists.
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C. Enables expansion to devices other than JetDirect Print Servers.
D. Smaller physical size.

Answer: A,C,D
QUESTION: 9
Which definition provides the most accurate meaning for immediate access printing?
A. A printer can be used as soon as a user specifies the correct print driver location.
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